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MARC JARSULIC

Endogenous credit and
endogenous business cycles

1. Introduction
Attempts to connect monetary phenomena and business cycles often have

been the province of economists who also accepted the Walrasian full
employment paradigm. Monetary explanations of business cycles preceded Keynes (cf. Zamowitz, 1985), and in the post Keynesian era Mon-

etarists of different varieties have also advanced them. Old style
Monetarists (e.g., Poole, 1978) have tried to integrate money into a
disequilibrium account of fluctuations. By assuming a demand for money
proportional to nominal income, lags in price adjustment, and an exogenous

money supply, they depict movements of the money supply as a main
source of fluctuations. In this scheme an increase in the money supply, with

prices constant, translates into an increase in real demand. This causes an
increase in real output, even if markets are initially at the point of Walrasian

general equlibrium. However, when perceptions catch up with reality and

nominal prices adjust, so will real output. Decreases in the money supply
cause fluctuations in the opposite direction. New style Monetarists reject
the disequilibrium elements of this story and insist on rational expectations.

The assumptions of market clearing and rational expectations are integrated into a monetary theory of cycles by introducing new assumptions
The author is Associate Professor of Economics at the University of Notre Dame, Notre
Dame, Indiana. He would like to thank an anonymous referee for helpful comments. An
earlier version of this paper is included in chapter 3 of M. Jarsulic, Effective Demand and

Income Distribution, Polity Press (UK) and Westview Press (US), 1988.
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about the availability of information. Lucas (1981), for exampl

that changes in the exogenous money supply cause changes in
prices in ways that are only partially understood-i.e., with F
notorious "long and variable lags." This makes it difficult for
distinguish changes in price levels from changes in relative pr
mizing firms react to perceived increases in relative prices by

productive capacity. To the extent that changes in the money sup

fooled them, they will have excess capital stock, which will n

worked off. Hence the pro-cyclical behavior of investment deman
conditions of market clearing everywhere.

Post Keynesian economists reject old and new style Monetar

have sought an amplified version of Keynes' monetary t

theoretical alternative. This has produced a garden variety o
the review articles ofLavoie (1984, 1985) demonstrate. Two m

of this group are the endogeneity of the money supply and the i

of credit to the accumulation of capital. These ideas can easi
to counter Monetarism. If the money supply is endogenous, it
a cause of cycles in the way Monetarists say it is; and if demand

is related to investment finance, then the demand for money
by the quantity equation is probably wrong.
Such critical results are of course important in themselves.

it will be the purpose of this paper to show that a particular inte

of endogeneity, when joined to the concept of effective dema

the existence of self-sustained growth cycles under certain c

That is, the Post Keynesian account of credit and interest, which
used to counter Monetarist ideas, itself contains the elements of

of capitalist instability that have so far gone unexploited. Th
will be made by means of a dynamic model. In the process of

it, Goodwin's (1982) idea that the normal functioning of cap
correctly described by a model of self-sustained growth cy
tended. The interaction of finance and capital accumulation
to be capable of generating growth cycles, just as Goodwin sh
accumulation and reserve army phenomena can do. In add
model explicitly considers effective demand, an issue not ad
many growth cycle models.
2. The endogeneity of money and credit

Economists seeking to develop a Keynesian view of money an
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have taken two somewhat divergent directions. On the o
omists such as Davidson (1972, pp. 246-81) and Robinson
(1973, pp. 218-19) have emphasized the importance of ba
making in the process of capital accumulation. The willin

to provide the flow of credit needed for increasing the level

is viewed as a necessary, if not sufficient, condition for the

economy. Thus, in a discussion of the prerequisites to a
investment, Davidson (1972, p. 279) writes:

If additional finance is to be obtained, and if the banks ar

create it, then some members of the community must be i

up some of their portfolio money holdings in exchange fo

entrepreneurs are to carry through their orders of fixed

Hence the market price of securities must intially fall (the r

must rise).... Of course the equilibrium level of output in

lower and the interest rate higher than if the money supply

in pace with the additional investment demand.

Other economists such as Kaldor(1982) and Moore (1979

take a somewhat different view. They tend to treat the mon

a passive, demand-driven magnitude. Constraints on accu

only to the extent that the cost of reserves-as determined b

bank-affects the market rate of interest. Central bank

accommodate the banks' needs for reserves is explained b
ments of policy (Kaldor, 1982, p. 25):

Whilst monetarists continually emphasize that the Centra

should directly determine the quantity of money, or at

stock' of money, consisting of bank notes and bankers' r
balances) with the Central Bank, in fact they can do no

recent experience with the Federal Reserve or the Bank of En

... They cannot prevent either a depletion or an accumul

powered money' (or reserve money) except by a policy of e

agement-by raising or lowering the rate at which they ar

create reserves by discounting (or re-discounting) Treasu
bonds. But the Central Bank cannot close the 'discount win

endangering the solvency of the banking system; they must

function of lender of last resort. Equally they cannot preven

of Government balances with the Bank of England due t

outgo over inflow from reappearing as an addition to high
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money-not unless they refuse to honor cheques issued by
would be a rather drastic step for monetarists to take.

The endogenous money supply is an institutionally gener

Central banks cannot control the supply of credit, becau
captives of the banking system. The banking system itself
responding passively to the wishes of its borrowers.
The empirical evidence on the issue of endogeneity is n

Basil Moore has discussed evidence for passive endogen

noted (Moore, 1985, pp. 15-18) institutional data consisten
position: Growth rates of members and non-members of

Reserve system are not markedly different, even though rese

ments for member banks are higher. He has also done econ

(Moore, 1979, 1983) that shows banks loans and money su
related to money wage changes. His interpretation is tha

money wages affect demand for working capital, which is tra

changes in the money supply.

While Eichner believes that the supply of credit has

determinants, his empirical work is not consistent with the id

Federal Reserve is a purely passive supplier of reserves. I
(Eichner, 1986, pp. 166-68), the federal funds rate is exp
ratio of net free reserves to total reserves; and by liquid

defined as the ratio of total loans to total deposits in the bank

The first term has a negative impact on the federal funds rat

has a positive impact. The results indicate that policy dec
reserves are important to interest rate determination.

The model developed in the following section explores so
tions of assuming that bank behavior, along with credit de

the supply of money and finance. In particular, it shows
decision-making-in conjunction with decisions about a

can combine to produce self-sustaining growth cycles. It t

additional reasons for viewing the degree of endogeneity o
important issue.

3. Endogenous credit and the business cycle

In order to explore some of the implications of endogeneity a

lation, let us begin with a model of a closed economy. Let

value of GNP, and K the real value of the capital stock. Th
determined by the Kaleckian multiplier relation
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(2) gd=a+b*g-cr

where gd is the desired rate of accumulation

a, b*, and c are positive constants. The po
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"normal" period in a capitalist economy, in which the

prospects of profits are secure enough that, unless current pr

enough and the rate of interest rises high enough, there w
desired expenditures on capital goods. The term in g rep

influence of profitability, since with constant income shar
profit will equal the rate of growth.

To determine movements in g, the difference between gd an
will be put in a partial adjustment framework of the form

(3) g/= n (g_ g)

with n a positive constant. This form

properties from an economic point of vi

ties of adjusting actual to desired capi

goods there are notable order and cons

concession to reality. Also, by writing

way, it is impossible for any positive pa

induce a negative value for g. This is a n

description of the behavior of gross r

certainly possible to describe the mo

reducing, for example, the tendency

responses with higher growth rates-t

stituent elements as simple as one can.

Given a value of b* > 1, and assuming
n = 1, equation (3) can be written as

(4) g=g(a + bg - cr)
where b = b* - 1 > 0.

As it stands, however, (4) is still an inadequate representation of the

determinants of g, since it implies that any rate of accumulation is
possible. We need to take account of capacity limitations. To do so we
will include a negative term in g2 in (4) to obtain

(5) g = g ( a + bg - cr- dg2 )

This puts an upper limit to the rate of accumulation since there
maximum value of g for which g > 0. At higher values of g, g w
certainly be negative.

To model the interest rate, a financial sector must be added. For presen

purposes the central bank, commercial banks, and firms will be the actor

in that sector. Commercial banks will determine the real supply of credi
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according to the supply of reserves provided by the central bank, the r

of interest they can earn on loans, the risk involved in making loans, a

the legal and institutional constraints on their use of reserves. This giv
a supply function of the form

(6)

CS=CraY

An increase in C reflects an increase in reserves or a financial innovation by the banks. An increase in a represents an increase in central bank

accommodation or an increase in bank responsiveness to loan possibilities. If there were complete accommodation, r would be fixed and a
would be infinite. We assume rather, in line with the theoretical work of

Davidson and the empirical work of Eichner, that accommodation is
partial so that a is finite and the rate of interest does vary. A larger value
for Y indicates a higher level of profits, and may be taken by banks as an
index of the soundness of firms. A decrease in P signals an increased risk

aversion by banks.
The real demand for credit will be given by

(7)
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(9) c/ = e + a/r + p ( g/g + g - 6 )
(8)
To

CS=

D

study the dynamics
moves through

interest

where e = C /C. Similarly, equation (7) gives

(10) CD/cD = ( g/g + g - 8 ) - Kr/r
Using (1), (9), and (10) gives the dynamics of r in the form

(11) r=r( 1 g/g+ X1g- )

where Xi = (y - N3)/(a + K), and 2 = (e + (y - 3)65
0, r will begin to increase when the sum of g/g

Since this is the case in which we are interested, an
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is necessary to a positive g, r fixed point for the system, we wi

this expression is positive. Note that the coefficients X1 and
determine how strongly the rate of interest responds to r
variables, are in part determined by a and P, parameters ref

endogeneity of credit.
A phase diagram can be used to analyze the behavior of th

given (5) and (11). As is shown in the Appendix, if the c

b-which reflects investment response to profits-is large en

the coefficient a is suitably restricted, the phase diagram will co

to that in Figure 1. There are four fixed points in the system. T

interest is at the intersection of the r = 0 and g = 0 isoclines, la
A. Its stability properties can be discovered from the Jacobia

(12) a[g/ag ag/ar1
3ar/3g 3ar/ar J

As is shown in the Appendix, Tr(J) = (1

and Det(J) = Xhcrg* , where r* and g* a

fixed point A. Since Det(J) > 0, the fixed po

It will be unstable when Tr(J) > 0, that is

(1 - i)
When A is an unstable point, it can be shown (see Appendix) that the
system will generate a limit cycle around the fixed point. A limit cycle
is a closed orbit on which motion is self-sustained, and to which neighboring trajectories will be attracted in this case. The limit cycle for this

model will be qualitatively like the one drawn in Figure 2. Hence, under

the conditions described, the interaction of aggregate demand and the
financial sector combine to cause self-sustaining fluctuations in the rate
of capital accumulation and the rate of interest.

The economic processes involved in generating such cycles can now
be examined. The instability of the fixed point A-which is necessary to

the existence of the cycle-is in large measure a consequence of strong
accelerator effects in the investment function. If changes in the growth
rate are sufficiently self-amplifying, which will be the case if the coeffi-

cient b is relatively large, then the system will not have a stable equilib-

rium at the fixed point. However, upward and downward explosiveness
does not occur when the economy is displaced from this point. When
there are upward movements in the rate of accumulation, there are
increases in the demand for credit. Although there are regions where
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Figure 1
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growth rates are increasing and interest rates are falling (beca

tial credit supply is growing faster than demand) conditions in th

market ultimately change. Demand grows faster than potential

the going rate of interest, which causes that rate to rise. This eve

causes the growth rate to decline. The decreases in the growth rat

induce collapse. After the growth rate has declined sufficientl
the rate of interest. This relieves negative pressure on accum

opportunity costs decline. In itself, this would not prevent co

world where effective demand is an issue. Indeed, what preve

collapse of aggregate demand in this model is the assumption t

term investment plans remain steady. That is, the positive va

coefficient a assures that once the interest rate has declined suffi

existing accumulation will again have positive accelerator effe

The phase diagram in Figure 2 shows that the model generate

pattern of responses between interest rates and accumulation
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Figure 2
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large enough to induce increases in r, it will take time
effects of higher interest rates to reduce the sum.

In summary, it might be said that the oscillatory behav
this model comes from the interaction of real and financial factors.

Interest rates determine upper and lower turning points in conjunction
with accelerator effects. The financial sector makes its contribution to

the cycle not as a source of shocks, but by being less than infinitely
accommodating in the upturn, and by aiding the process of accumulation
in the downturn. Thus the idea of endogenous credit creation can be used

to construct a plausible, non-Monetarist account of business cycles. The
interested reader might compare these results to those of Foley (1987),
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who has produced similar interactions in a simulation mo

credit; and of Rose (1969), which is neoclassical in or

derives its dynamics from disequilibria in goods and mon
4. Conclusion

This exercise indicates that the existence of an endogenous, but n
purely passive, money supply has important implications for the un
standing of capitalist economies. When the idea of endogenous cred
linked to the the theory of effective demand, it is possible to const
examples of business cycles that are endogenously generated and s
sustaining. This extends the range of Goodwin's original growth cy
analysis, since it suggests that monetary as well as reserve army fac
can interact with investment decisions to cause fluctuations. It also

indicates that policy solutions are likely to be more complex than stati
models with exogenous money supplies usually suggest. The interaction

of financial and industrial capitalists need not cause the economy to

converge to a happy equilibrium. It may be the case that a goal o
containing inherent instability, rather then actually exerting control,

the best to which policy makers can aspire.

Appendix
1. Construction ofphase diagrams.
For the two isoclines to have the shape displayed in Figures 1 and 2, it is
necessary that gl, the value for g = 0 isocline when r = 0, be less than g2,

the value of g for the r = 0 isocline when r = 0. That is, the solution for
g from a + bg - dg2 must be less than the solution for g from [a - 5 - c/(y

- P)] + (b + l)g - dg2. Also both values of g must be positive.

A sufficient condition for g2 > gl is that (2b + 1) > 4d(8 + £/(y- P)),
which also assures the non-negative value of g2. It can be seen that the
value of g, will be always positive.
Also, in Figure 2 the maximum of g = 0 is drawn greater than the
maximum of r = 0. It can be shown that this is also a consequence of the
sufficient condition for g2 > gl. The maximum of g = 0 occurs when g
= b/2d. Hence the value of r at g = b/2d, along the g = 0 isocline, is rI =
[a + b2/2d]/c. The value of r at g = (b+l)/2d, along the r = 0 isocline, is

r2= [(a+ (b+l)2/2d) - (8 + e/(y-P))]/c. To have r2 > r1 requires that (2b+1)
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> 2d(6 + e/(Yy-[)). This condition will be satisfied so long as th

condition for g2 > g1 is also satisfied.

In general, the isoclines in Figures 1 and 2 are guaranteed by a

large value of the coefficient b, relative to other coefficients.

2. Stability offixed point A in phase diagrams.

To examine the local stability properties of fixed point A in F

2, we need to apply the linearization theorem to the syst

equations (4) and (11). This allows us to treat the elements of t

] l ag/g ag/'r]
= r/ag ar/arJ

evaluated at the fixed point as if they were coefficients of a l
Some calculation shows that

[bg- 2dg2 -cg
r( [b+ 1] X -2 kdg) -X cr

At point A, the equilibrium value of g is g* = (e
that of r is r* = (a + bg* - dg*2)/c. Hence Tr(J)

l)dg*2 - ,1a and Det(J) = Xlcr*g*. Since Det(J

saddle point. If Tr(J) > 0, it will be unstable. Th
requires that b > (2dg*2 + ak)/[l-kl]g*.

3. Relation of stability conditions to geometry of

Note that Tr(J) > 0 implies that b > 2dg* when
phase diagram is as drawn in Figures 1 and 2, sin
+ 1) > 4dg*, a sufficient condition for g2 > gl an

the conditions Tr(J)> 0 and (2b + 1) > 4dg* toge
unstable point in the phase diagrams. In the exam

case of this model, it is assumed that either of thes
is being met.
4. Proof of the existence of a limit cycle.

The existence of a limit cycle for this model ca
geometric argument. Let Dt(g(t), r(t)) be the evo
system (5), (11), where the operator is defined as
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(g(t), r(t)) = (Dtt(g(t*), r(t*)). Knowing the explicit form
require solving (5), (11). However, the qualitative behavi
known from the phase diagram of the system. For our p
interested in the trajectory {0,(gl, r2)l t > O) in Figure
ultimately intersect the g= 0 isocline at some point to th
vertical axis as shown. This point is labeled C. Now in the

set given by the curve BCD-minus the open set contain
unstable region around point A-there are no fixed p

impossible for a trajectory within the set to exit, since t

continuous system cannot cross each other. Hence by t

Poincare-Bendixson (Arrowsmith and Place, 1982, pp

closed, bounded positively invariant set contains a limit
cycle is a closed orbit on which motion is self-sustained.
more than one such cycle. At least one orbit will be attra
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